
Let's Make an Immigration Deal 
 

In this game, students are assigned different immigrant identities and advance based on their access to economic opportunity and religious, 

political, and social liberties at different times in U.S. history. 

 

Essential Question 
 How did race and national origins affect immigrants' access to political and economic opportunity throughout United 

States history? 

Instructions 
1. Step 1: Discussion Questions: 

 Why do people come to the United States?  

  Why does the United States want people to come?  

o  Discuss with students: One might say there is an implicit deal being made--now and historically--regarding 

immigration: if you come to the U.S. to work, you will improve your standard of living for you and your 

children, and enjoy the rights and freedoms of citizens. Some call this the American Dream; we're going to call 

it "Let's Make an Immigration Deal"! 

2. Step 2: Each group will be assigned one of four immigrant identities (it is okay if some groups have the same identity): 

African female, Irish male, Chinese male, and Russian Jewish female. There will be four rounds; each round is a 

different era in U.S. history: the colonial era, the mid-1850s, 1910, and 1925. Not every team will move every 

round.  In every round, each team will be dealt a Liberty card (what rights and freedoms you have) and a Labor card 

(what kind of job you have and how well it pays). Each card has dollar signs or torches to represent how much of either 

wages or rights the character has in each era.I will use the key to determine which card to assign in each round.  

3. Step 3: Begin play. A dollar sign or a torch represents one space on the game board. A representative from each team 

should move her or his his player card forward (or backward) depending on the number of points indicated on the card 

in each round.  After Rounds 2 and 3 (mid-1850s and 1910), each immigrant group can come up with a "survival 

strategy" to play in response to the cards they have been dealt. Survival strategies are whatever actions they might take 

in the year (mid-1850s or 1910) to improve their fortunes. They should write down their strategy on the cards provided 

and share it with the class. I will evaluate and award up to three spaces (moving forward on the gameboard) depending 

on the historical plausibility and its likely effectiveness as a strategy.   

4. Step 4: After play has concluded, GTS: 

a) Who has moved forward the farthest?  Who has not moved very far?   

b) Describe your experience...what kind of deal did you make? How did the deal for your immigration group 

change over time? Which do you think was more important to your immigrant--labor or liberty? 

c) Think about the "survival strategy" cards you played. Were there any common strategies among the different 

groups?  

Think about the following historical understandings and discuss how the game speaks to these ideas: 

1) How have tensions between the nation's need for labor and its anxiety about new immigrant groups played out 

in different times and places? 

2) In what ways has race (and racism) played a key role in the nation's immigration history? 

3) What strategies did immigrant groups use to survive in a new home and challenge discrimination?  

  



 
 

Let’s Make an Immigration Deal Key 
 

 Colonial Era 1850s 1910 1925 
 

African Labor Card: slave, no Labor Card: you are still a Labor Card: southern Labor Card: domestic 
 

female wages (and since status slave with no wages sharecropper; your worker in a northern city 
 

 follows the mother, your  economic status has  
 

Total children will be enslaved  improved slightly $ 
 

Points: 8 too)  

$ 
 

 

    
 

 Liberty Card: religious Liberty Card: religious Liberty Card: religious Liberty Cards: religious 
 

 freedom freedom (you can practice freedom freedom, justice, vote 
 

 (you can practice Christianity, but this will   
 

 traditional religions or not alter your status as a * * * * 
 

 convert to Christianity, slave)   
 

 but this will not alter your    
 

 status as a slave) *   
 

 *    
 

Irish male Labor Card: indentured Labor Card: laborer, Labor Card: policeman, you Labor Card: 
 

 servant, no wages for 7 making only a little now make a decent wage, Congratulations, you’ve 
 

Total years until you work off money, and living in the and can afford to move to a been promoted to Captain 
 

Points: 17 the cost of transport to most notorious slum, but better neighborhood  
 

 the colonies you have escaped the  $ $ $ 
 

  famine $ $  
 

  $   
 

 Liberty Card: justice, Liberty Cards: justice, Liberty Cards: Liberty Cards: 
 

 religious freedom religious freedom, vote justice, religious freedom, justice, religious freedom, 
 

   vote vote 
 

 * * * * * 
* * * * * * 

 

   
 



 

     

Chinese You are a villager in Labor Card: miner You are excluded! You are You are excluded! You are 

male Guangdong Province  not permitted to enter this not permitted to enter this 

  $ $ country to work. country to work. 

Total     

Points: 4     

  Liberty Cards: justice, None None 

  religious freedom   

  * *   

Russian You are a serf in Russia, You are still a serf. Labor Card: Piece work You are restricted! There is 

Jewish working on the feudal  sewing in a tenement a quota on the number of 
Female master’s land   Russians allowed to enter 

   $ the country. If you do make 

Total    it in, you are probably 

Points: 8    working in a clothing 

    factory 

    $ $ 

     

   Liberty Cards: religious Liberty Cards: religious 

   freedom, justice freedom, justice, vote 

   * * * * * 

     

 

 
 
 


